
                    
 

‘collaborating in research for social justice’ 

 

Participatory Ethics through Participatory Theatre 
  

Working with Forum Theatre to explore ethical challenges in community-based 
participatory research 

 

A half-day workshop facilitated by: Frances Rifkin (Utopia Arts) and Sarah Banks, 
(Durham University)  

 

Monday 22nd June 2015, 12.30-16.00 (with lunch) 
 

Turner Room, Van Mildert College, Durham University, Durham, DH1 3LH 

 
This half-day workshop is part of the Connected Communities Festival happening across the UK during 
15th – 29th June 2015.  It offers the opportunity to experience the use of Forum Theatre as a means of 
reflecting practically on ethical challenges in community-based participatory research (CBPR). It builds on 
a collaboration between Frances Rifkin (Utopia Arts) and members of a community-university research 
team (Sarah Banks, Claire Holmes and Heather Davidson) that has been working on ethics in CBPR, 
funded by the AHRC Connected Communities programme.  
 

Forum Theatre is an enjoyable, creatively challenging way to explore complexity and difficulty.  It is used 
internationally to explore obstacles, dilemmas and oppressions within many communities/groupings.  Its 
theoretical basis is the work of Brazilian director, Augusto Boal (1931-2009), whose conception of the 
‘Theatre of the Oppressed’ explicitly challenges the divisions between active and passive states or 
subjects. It is particularly applicable where the relationship between inner impulses and thoughts and 
external actions raises the need for clear, empathic and ethical exchange, communication and decision 
making. It facilitates exploration of difficulties, obstacles and ranges of solutions. It is also great fun! 
 

The event is designed for people from voluntary, community and other organisations, academics and 
postgraduate researchers, who are engaged in community-based participatory research. It is suitable for 
people with no experience of Forum Theatre, and for those who have some experience and wish to apply 
the approach to exploring ethics in CBPR. This will involve exercises based on movement, and acting out 
scenarios and exploring different possibilities for action in the situations presented.  

 
BOOKING:  The event is free, but places are strictly limited. Early booking is essential. To book a place, 
please fill in the online registration form at: 
https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/participatory-ethics-through-participatory-theatre-workshop-tickets-
16692064414 

 
For further information please contact socialjustice@durham.ac.uk 

 
The Centre for Social Justice and Community Action is a research centre at Durham University, made up of academic 
researchers from a number of departments and disciplines and community partners. Our aim is to promote and develop 
research, teaching, public/community engagement and staff development (both within and outside the university) around the 
broad theme of social justice in local and international settings, with a specific focus on participatory action research. For more 
information about CSJCA, please visit www.dur.ac.uk/beacon/socialjustice/   
If you would like to join the Centre’s mailing list, please email: socialjustice@durham.ac.uk 
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